
is an award-winning reporter, producer and talk show host. She is the 
executive producer of Bonnie Boswell Reports, a news series leading into PBS 
NewsHour on KCET and the film, “The Powerbroker: Whitney Young’s Fight for 
Civil Rights” on PBS’ Independent Lens. As a producer/reporter for NBC Los 
Angeles, Bonnie received a Golden Mike award for “Seeds of Peace,” a 
program on violence prevention.
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-  CAROLE BLACK,  FORMER CEO,  
L IFETIME

“I can’t think of two greater or more influential 
leaders to bring together in conversation. 
Another brilliant and beautiful undertaking 
which will have a major impact at a time when it 
is most needed and will also be watched for 
decades to come.”

“I feel uplifted by what all three of you had to say. I 
wish everyone could watch this.”
-  CHERYL GOULD,  FORMER SR.  V .P .  NBC  
NEWS -  JUDY BELK,  PRESIDENT AND CEO,  THE  

CALIFORNIA WELLNESS FOUNDATION

“"There is no more timely conversation for America 
than with these two national treasures. We should all 
pause, reflect and listen to their words of wisdom. An 
extraordinary reminder of where we’ve been and 
where we need to go. Inspiring production.”

CONTACT ME

"This is MONUMENTAL"
-  ALFRE WOODARD- ACTIVIST/ACTOR

“This is excellent. Well presented, moving, emphatic 
without being preachy.”
-  DAVID IGNATIUS,  COLUMNIST ,  
WASHINGTON POST
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BONNIE BOSWELL PRESENTS is a 30-minute, in-depth conversation with two of 
the most transformative figures in America. One, Pastor James Lawson, was called 
the “leading non-violent theorist in the world” by Martin Luther King. The other, 
Attorney Bryan Stevenson, was named “America’s Mandela,” by South Africa’s 
Archbishop Desmond Tutu. Though several generations apart, both share an 
unyielding passion for peace and justice. 

Join Bonnie Boswell Presents for an inspiring conversation with two legendary 
figure who reflect the courage and resilience gained by a life based on courage 
and compassion. 

HOW DOES AMERICA BECOME A MORE DEMOCRATIC, 
INCLUSIVE AND PEACEFUL COUNTRY? 
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